
2018 FIRST Power Up Driver’s Test 

  Name _______________________________________ 

1. Label the following for a single alliance (Doesn’t matter which alliance, only do one. You can use the letters but 
make it completely clear what you are labeling IN ITS ENTIRETY. Use shading if needed): 

a. Their Alliance Station 
b. Their Portals 
c. Their Power Cube Zone 
d. Their Auto Line 
e. Their Platform Zone 
f. Their Vault 
g. Their Exchange Zone 
h. The Null Territory 

 
2. In general, what are the two criteria that must be met in order for you to enter the field?  

a. _________________________________________________________________________ 
b. _________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Each robot on an alliance may be staged with up to _________ Power Cube(s)? 
4. Fill out the chart: 

Three ways to get Autonomous points Point Value 
  
  
  

5. How long is each match? ___________ Autonomous? ___________ Teleoperated? __________ 
6. Fill out the chart: 

Five ways to get Teleop points during qualifications Point Value  
(ignoring Power Up usage) 

  
  
  
  
  

 



 
7. Fill out the chart: 

Four ways to get Ranking Points Ranking Points Awarded 
  
  
  
  

8. Fill out the chart: 
What happens when activated with… Three types of Power Ups 

1 Power Cube in Vault 2 Power Cubes in Vault 3 Power Cubes in Vault 
  

 
 

  

  
 
 

  

  
 
 

  

9. Name the two locations/situations where you will immediately get a penalty for contacting an opposing robot 
and include what that penalty will be. 

a. __________________________________________________________________________ 
b. __________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Which of the following may a robot not block for more than 5 seconds (Circle all correct answers) 
a. The opposing alliance’s Switch 
b. The opposing alliance’s Exchange Zone 
c. The opposing alliance’s Power Cube Zone 
d. The opposing alliance’s Platform Zone during the last 30 seconds 

11. When can a robot launch a Power Cube? (Circle all correct answers) 
a. When any part of its bumpers are inside its Alliance’s Null Territory, and it’s attempting to place a Power 

Cube on the Scale Plate in its Alliance’s Null Territory 
b. When any part of its bumpers are contacting a Fence, and it’s attempting to place a Power Cube on the 

nearest Plate of that Fence’s Switch 
c. When any part of its bumpers are inside its Alliance’s Exchange Zone, and it’s attempting to place a 

Power Cube in its Alliance’s Exchange tunnel 
12. When can a robot obtain a Power Cube from their Opponent’s Power Cube Zone? (Circle all correct answers) 

a. When the Power Cube is completely contained within the Opponent’s Power Cube Zone 
b. When the Power Cube is only partially contained within the Opponent’s Power Cube Zone 
c. When the Power Cube is completely outside of the Opponent’s Power Cube Zone but it started the 

match within the zone 
d. If the robot uses a previously obtained Power Cube to push a Power Cube that is completely contained 

within the Opponent’s Power Cube Zone completely out of it 
e. If the robot pushes an Opponent robot into a Power Cube that is completely contained within the 

Opponent’s Power Cube Zone and pushes the Cube completely out of the Zone 
13. True or False? There is no limit to the amount of Power Cubes that a robot may hold at any one time during a 

match. 
a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________ 
 



14. True or False? You do not get points for ownership of your Opponent’s Switch. 
a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________ 

15. True or False? Power Cubes that fall outside of the field will not be returned to match play.  
a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________ 

16. True or False? In order to be awarded points for Climbing (without the use of a Power Up), your robot has to 
have its wheels completely above the Brick line at the end of the Teleop Period. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  
17. True or False? With regards to climbing, a robot may only support the weight of a partner robot during the 

Endgame period. 
a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  

18. True or False? To be eligiable to be awarded with the Leviate Power Up, a robot must be parked in their 
Platform Zone by the end of the match. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  
19. What is the penalty for a foul? __________________________________ 

20. What is the penalty for a tech foul? __________________________________ 

21. True or False? A single robot may not isolate or close off any major component of Match play, e.g. blocking the 
Exchange, shutting down all access to Power Cubes, quarantining all opponents to a small area of the Field, etc. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  
22. True or False? The definition of a Yellow Card is:  

“A penalty assessed for egregious ROBOT or FIRST Robotics Competition Team member behavior, or repeated 
rule violations, which results in a Team being DISQUALIFIED for the MATCH.” 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________ 
23. True or False? Two Yellow Cards within the same tournament phase results in a Red Card. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________ 
24. Robots may not pin an opponent robot for more than ________________ seconds. The pinning robot has to 

separate by at least ____________ feet to end the pin and has to wait for ____________ seconds before 
attempting to pin the same robot again. 

25. A fallen opponent robot may not be contacted for the first _________________ seconds unless it rights itself. 
26. If an alliance in the playoffs wants to call a Timeout, how much time do they have to submit their Timeout 

Coupon preceding their match? __________________________________ 
27. If an alliance in the playoffs called a Timeout and now wants to call up a backup team, at least how much time 

must be remaining in their Timeout? __________________________________ 
28. If an alliance in the playoffs wants to call up a backup team without using a Timeout, how much time do they 

have to submit their backup team coupon preceding their match? __________________________________ 
29. The first order sort of qualification ranking is your ranking score. What is the second order sort for ties? 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The Vault 
1. True or False? Power Cubes may not be removed from the Vault. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  
2. True or False? Power Cubes retreived from the Excange must be immediately be placed in the Vault (after a 

reasonable amount of time). 
a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  

3. What happens when you try to activate a Boost/Force Power Up when the Opponent’s have the SAME 
Boost/Force Power Up already activated? ________________________________________________________ 



4. What happens when you try to activate a Boost/Force Power Up when the Opponent’s have the OPPOSITE 
Boost/Force Power Up already activated? ________________________________________________________ 

5. What happens when you try to activate both the Boost and Force Power Ups in quick succession? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What does it mean when a Power Up’s Vault Lights are... 
a. Pulsing? _____________________________________ 
b. All lit? _______________________________________  

7. What will the lights on the Switch and/or Scale look like when the Blue Alliance activates their Boost Power Up? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What will the lights on the Switch and/or Scale look like when the Blue Alliance activates their Force Power Up? 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. True or False? When you achieve the requirements for the Levitate Power Up it will be automatically activated. 
b. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  

10. True or False? Each Power Up can only be used once during Match Play for each Alliance. 
c. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  

11. True or False? After a Power Up has been activated (with one or two Power Cubes), additional Power Cubes may 
not be added to that section of the Vault. 

a. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  
12. True or False? If an Alliance plays the Boost Power Up, it will double the score of the Switch and/or Scale 

regardless of which Alliance has ownship. 
b. If false, why? __________________________________________________________  

 


